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Circular Urbanism:
How can technological innovation in the realm of 

food help both supply-chain optimization and 

moderate social inequality?

http://food.au.dk/en/
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Times of crisis

Extensive environmental, economic and social 

crises: in India, entire cities were left without water 

supply, in Australia and Central America fires 

contained huge forests and damaged nature and 

man, wars and droughts brought great waves of 

migration from the Middle East and Asia to the 

European metropolitan cores. Chile's "South 

American Economic Miracle" is under riot: the 

masses are outraged at huge social gaps. 

“Too little, too late" 
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TWO CHALLENGES
1. Social inequality

One of the major challenges of our time is the 

mounting inequality stemming from the unequal 

distribution of wealth: a small number of people 

possess a great deal of the wealth of countries and 

cities.

2. Environmental and food crisis

An environmental crisis resulting from increased 

consumption of essential resources such as water and 

energy and massive production of waste. Regarding 

food, the challenges involve an unequal distribution of 

quality food, which leads to over-morbidity among the 

lower classes, for example, in the area of obesity and 

diabetes. Other challenges are related to an ongoing 

crisis in agriculture which produces a crisis on the one 

hand and introduces lower quality food imported from 

abroad and marketed to the middle and lower classes.
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In most First and Second World 
countries, lack stems not from 
an absence of resources but 
rather from their unequal 
distribution.

1st Problem- Targeting
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2nd Problem-
Targeting

Wasting resources and 

turning them into a 

nuisance
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Circular Urbanism ?

What do we mean by
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Circular City (Economy): we defined Circular city Economy (CE) 
as an economic system that replaces the ‘end-of-life’ concept 
with reducing, alternatively reusing, recycling and recovering 
materials in production/ distribution and consumption 
processes (Kirchherr, Reike, Hekkert 2017).

Eco-city: “cities that enhance the well-being of citizens and 
society through integrated urban planning and management 
that harness the benefits of ecological systems and protect and 
nurture these assets for future generations” (World Bank 
definition).

Equal city: A city that generates a wide range of opportunities 
for all groups in society in a way that encourages social and 
geographical mobility in the city

Circular Urbanism ?
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Circular 
Economy

Social inequality

Sustainability

Circular City

Eco-City

Equal city
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Circular City
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Capture and (re) production of goods

1. Capture and reproduce 

Share
Development of sharing technologies of 

the most disadvantaged groups.

3. 

Plan and manage
Cities matter(!): The systems 

relate to urban space on varying 

scales.

2. 
Circular Urbanism
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“Givers”
Surplus goods

“Receivers”
Lack of goods

Capture and (re) production of goods

1. Capture and reproduce 

How: 

Creating a peer-to-peer mechanism 

for the redistribution of food at an 

urban scale. In simple words, it aims 

to find, collect and transfer the 

surplus food from those who have 

them, to those who lack them.

Methods: 

Large data system with application to 

the mobile

Example: 

Food sharing systems.

What: 

Capture and redistribution of 

existing food.
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Robin food is an organization that acts to reduce food 
waste and take food that should be thrown away for using. 

Preliminary Results:  Food Sharing System

The goal of the app is to reduce the 
waste off food by sharing our extra 
food for other people that can use it.
The sharing of food can be between 
people or farmers and nonprofits 
organization. 
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“Givers”
Surplus goods

“Receivers”
Lack of goods

Capture and (re) production of goods

1. Capture and reproduce 

How: 

Using new technologies / assimilation of traditional practices that help us 

recycle excess and waste through material transformation. Changing the 

shape of the material is the mechanism through which it is possible to "close 

the circle" and return scraps into the urban-economic-social system.

Methods: 

1) Learning traditional community-based knowledge.

2) Implementation of reuse technologies in a variety of fields: food, energy and more

What: 

Re-Production of goods
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Plan and manage
Cities matter(!): from smart 

planning to smart cities

2. 
Circular Urbanism• What: Cities matter – new urban planning system.

• How: Eestablishment of an data-driven simulations that take into account resource 
capture, resource generation and redistribution issues. 

• The uniqueness of our system will stem from the cross-cutting of social data such as 
poverty, unemployment, age - to medical data from the "Tzameret" database, which can 
help us to correlate public health with socioeconomic status, all according to spatial 
analysis at the level of the static areas. This analysis will enable us to put together urban 
food needs and thus ask the system to create urban menus at the neighborhood level 
that will prevent the lower positions in society from problems such as diabetes and 
obesity.

• Methods: 1) Creation of data driven policy simulation.

2) Creation of an urban center for new decision making.

• Example: A socio-tech group currently operating at the Technion is developing a new 
protocol for planning decisions that rely on data, advanced visualization and priority for 
socio-economic issues. The group has won a grant and is currently designing for decision 
making in the city of Haifa. 
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Plan and manage
Cities matter(!):. Cities matter –

New urban governmentality

2. 
Circular Urbanism

• What: Cities matter – New urban governmentality.

• How: The city is not (just) a built environment but also an array of institutional and 
political agreements. In order to create a city that produces and redistributes urban 
resources - a new governmentality is needed in the city. Governmentality which is a 
coalition of local government, business owners, residents, academia and NGO’s.

• Methods: The Technion Social Hub has developed a model of work that

connects all these entities and brings them to one decision-making table. 

In addition, a regulatory reference is required that allows organizations to 

donate food (for example).

• Example: We have formed a coalition consisting of nonprofits that specialize in the 
field of food capture and distribution in various forms. For example: Robin Food, a 
NG’O that runs a restaurant that relies on excess food, people who eat there pay to the 
best of their ability. Or Lev Chash, which benefit welfare populations, among other 
things, by distributing food packages.
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Share
Development of sharing technologies for 

the most disadvantaged groups.

3. 

Circular Urbanism
What: Sharing technologies.

How: Establish a system and produce a logistics 

strategy that will utilize the means of transport of 

the food companies in order to improve the 

physical mobility of valid products, with 

emphasis on distribution to the lower classes.

Methods: Development of a space-based 

system that re-analyzes the urban distribution 

lines of food companies. Emphasis is placed on 

the economic feasibility of food mobility
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Share
Development of sharing technologies of 

the most disadvantaged groups.

3. 

Circular UrbanismWhat: Sharing technologies – sharing transportation system

How: A network of volunteers who are connected through

underground networks that ensure real time updates and

maximum availability.

Methods: Establish a coalition of municipal associations 

and the local authority with which to create a car-based 

volunteer management system that will provide the last mile 

solution. The system will have an application that  bring 

people together and connect them to the Data center
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Circular Urbanism

Capture and reproduce 

Share

Plan and manage
Big Data Engine

Processing…

“Receivers”
Lack of goods“Givers”

Surplus goods

Transportation 
System
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controlling the stock inventory

Preliminary Results: Lev stock

Inventory control system arriving to 
the organization warehouse, by 
scanning the products when they 
arrived.
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Preliminary Results The Self questionnaire

Selling products to those in need without 
filtering or limiting according to their 
economic ability, by completing a self-report 
questionnaire at the entrance to the complex.

The goal
Encourage payment appropriate to the 
consumer's need and liaison with the 
association.

Furniture and clothing departments
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A system for tracking the 
volunteer support of the elderly 
in the city

Preliminary Results: On your way

The goal
Improving the volunteer system for the 
benefit of the city's elderly and tracking 
the health and the mental health of the 
elderlys.
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App for arranging volunteer shifts in the 
organization.

The goal
Arranging volunteers for the hours of 
operation and arranging exchanges 
between volunteers during shift times.

Preliminary Results: Arrange it

Volunteer management system
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